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Geraldine Roman is a role model for girls and women (heck, for people interested in being 
good human beings) everywhere. She is a force to be reckoned with in the political landscape 
of the Philippines, where she was the first trans person elected to Congress in 2016. Plus, she 
wore the most amazing princess dress of our childhood dreams in her official portrait!


Roman's life and political philosophy embody the term "intersectional." She fights for 
Indigenous rights, she fights for LGBTQIA+ rights, she fights for health rights and veteran's 
rights and environmental stewardship and sustainability. She truly believes that in order for 
anyone to succeed, everyone has to have the chance to succeed. She's the kind of person 
you want at the table with you, gently and lovingly steering conversations to difficult places, 
and leaning in to the humanity in everyone.


She has done much for the LGBTQIA+ community in the Philippines, but her work goes far 
beyond that. Her political platform, EQUALITY, is an acronym for her many intersectional 
advocacies: Education, Environmental Quality, Universal Healthcare, Agriculture, Livelihood, 
Infrastructure, Transparency, and the Youth. “Equality means giving all Filipinos equal rights, 
equitable opportunities and chances to improve their lives, to become happier citizens of this 
country regardless of their personal circumstances,” she declares.


We wanted to celebrate the beauty inherent in this wonderful woman, and the beauty that is 
the Philippines themselves, in our HerStory colorway. We created Waling-Waling, inspired by 
the Waling-Waling orchid, which is considered to be the Queen of Philippine flowers and is 
worshiped as a diwata, or natural spirit by the indigenous Bagobo people. We hope that, as 
you admire your skein of Waling-Waling, you do a little something for a community that is 
less privileged than yourself. It's what Geraldine would do. 


Sassily yours,


knittedwit.com

A little note about HerStory: We recognize that some of our HerStory stories represent difficult and sometimes divisive-seeming topics, and want you all to know that 
our goal is to expand all of our knowledge bases. Our goal is to open minds to the experiences of others, to gain a more expanded view of history/HerStory and the 

women who contribute to our collective world, and to shine the light on voices that aren’t always heard/acknowledged/listened to.
We also want to always remember the "many baskets of truth" philosophy: that pretty much every issue/person/situation contains many different and oftentimes 

warring truths, and that it is our job to explore and recognize all of those truth baskets, while trying not to obscure the less-than-ideal (or even outright awful) parts of 
that issue. That's what we try to do with our HerStory Love Letters, and we hope you all take what we share and delve deeper into the issues that speak the most to 

you.
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